ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is a retrovirus that causes Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) which is characterized by the progressive failure of the human immune system. AIDS is a major public health, sociological and economic concern and a cause of deaths in many parts of Africa. Africa is estimated to be home to 69% of all people living with HIV and 72% of all AIDS death in 2009 [1] .
HIV primarily infects a class of white blood cells called CD4 The merit of the Differential Transform method (DTM) is that the method does not require discretization or perturbation and is easy to implement, while also greatly reducing the size of computational work to be done. However, the DTM does not give a satisfactory approximation for a large time as observed in [7] , [8] where the convergence region of semi-analytic methods are said to be narrow. Since the DTM solutions blow out after a short time a multi-staging technique known as the Multistage Differential Transform Method (MDTM) is proposed.
The motivation of this paper is to apply the DTM and MDTM to the model of HIV infection of CD4 + T cells and test the accuracy of the method with the well known fourth order Runge-Kutta method (RK4). The computations in this paper were carried out with the computer algebraic system MATHEMATICA.
METHODOLOGY

DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORM METHOD (DTM)
If the function : ;, is analytic and differentiable continuously with respect to time and space ; in the domain of interest, then the function can be expanded in Taylor series about a point = = as;
The differential transformation of : ;, is defined as
Where H ? ; known as the -dimensional spectrum function is the transformation of the function : ;, . The inverse differential transform of H ? ; is defined as follows; : ;, = ∑ H ? ; (2) and (3) 
Where ) is the order of the approximation. Therefore, the exact solution of the equation is given by;
The differential transformations of common functions following equation (6) are presented in Table 2 . 
MULTISTAGE DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORM METHOD (MDTM)
An efficient way of ensuring the validity of solutions to differential equations for large ≫ 0 is by multi-staging the solution procedure to be employed. Let i0, jk be the interval over which the solutions to the differential equation (1) is to be determined. The solution interval i0, jk is divided into subintervals ) = 1, 2, … … … , of equal step size given by ℎ = j ⁄ with the interval end
Initially, the DTM scheme is applied to obtain the approximate solutions of , and of (1) over the interval i0, 0 k by using the initial condition 0 , 0 and 0 respectively. For obtaining the approximate solution of (1) over the next interval i 0 , q k, we take 0 , 0 and 0 as the initial condition. Generally the scheme is repeated for any ) with the right endpoints \/0 , \/0 and \/0 at the previous interval being used as the initial condition for the interval i \/0 , \ k.
APPLICATION
By using the fundamental operations of differential transformation method (5)- (9) and Table 1 , the transformed form of the model of HIV infection of CD4 + T cells is given below:
The system is solved with the initial condition = = 0. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The model of HIV infection of CD4 + T cells was solved using the DTM and MDTM implemented on Mathematica, the 11 terms approximate DTM solution was obtained as: The accuracy of the DTM and MDTM is investigated by comparing their solutions to the RK4 solution for the system parameters in Table 1 with the initial conditions 0 = 0.1, 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.1. The RK4 with time steps ∆ = 0.01 and ∆ = 0.001 with the number of significant digits set to 16 is used. Table 3 and Table 4 presents the absolute errors between the 11-term DTM solutions and the 11-term MDTM solutions for the model of HIV infection of CD4 + T cells and the RK4 solutions with time steps ∆ = 0.01 and ∆ = 0.001 respectively.
In Table 3 and Table 4 , we can observe that the DTM only gives valid result for ≪ 1. Comparisons were made between the DTM, MDTM and the fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4)
method. The study shows that the method is a powerful and promising tool for solving this model and other coupled systems of differential equations.
